
The Crown, Kings College, Old 
Aberdeen                                                                                  scholarly 
conservation repair            

Powis Gate, Old 
Aberdeen                                                                                                              sch
olarly conservation repair

The Stables, Wardhouse, Insch, Aberdeenshire (award + commendation)                
regeneration of listed stables
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From: Windress, Andrew [mailto:Andrew.Windress@leeds.gov.uk] 
Sent: 07 November 2011 12:49
To: Gregor Small; tim@ingman-jones.com
Subject: 46 Burley Street, Leeds

 

Gregor, Tim

 

Further to our recent meeting, please find further design comments below and 
additional information requested.

 

The context studies and general design principles outlined in your pre-planning 
submission are largely supported, there are a few issues and queries that I outline 
below.

 

On plan you appear to show the eastern tenemental block to be the dominant wing 
extending through to Burley Street.  However, in the 3D block diagrams it appears 
that the Burley Street block (annotated student/commercial) is the dominant block.  
The preference would be to have the eastern block the dominant block both in 
terms of design and scale.  The scale of the eastern block should reflect the 
adjacent building to the east.  

 



The scale of the three blocks should then reduce further west to a height that more 
closely relates to the much lower substation, perhaps another storey or two may 
need to be taken off the central and western wings (subject to further studies and 
more detailed consideration).

 

The central courtyard is north facing and enclosed by high blocks and a steep 
slope.  This may result in an area that is severely lacking in natural sunlight and 
daylight and therefore not attractive to users.  Detailed sunlight/daylight studies will 
influence the layout of this space and perhaps the scale of the blocks.  Some initial 
thoughts are that it may be necessary to cut an opening in the Burley Street block 
to allow some sunlight through.

 

The roofs of the blocks would most probably be visible from the residential area to 
the north.  As such detailed consideration of their design needs to take place.  Flat 
roofs may need to be avoided and/or green/brown roofs introduced.  Green roofs 
may help overcome some of the visual amenity concerns I would expect from the 
local residents in the dwellings to the north.

 

As discussed, the Kirkstall Road Renaissance Area Planning Framework seeks 
enhancements to Rutland Mount to improve pedestrian connectivity and create a 
‘green access route’, I would seek landscape improvements along your boundary 
with Rutland Mount.

 

I note from your Pre-planning document dated October 2011 that you measure the 
site as being approximately 0.5ha.  UDPR policy CC10 requires development on 
sites more than 0.5ha to allocate a minimum of 20% of the developable site area as 
public space.  This issue should be considered as part of the submission.

 

Please find attached a copy of the example S106 student restriction clause.  

 

I provide a link to our pre-application charter that outlines our commitment to a high 
level of service - http://www.leeds.gov.uk/files/Internet2007/2011/23/preapp%
20charter%20leaflet%20jun%202011.pdf .

 

I confirm the Inner North West Area Community Planner, who will be able to assist 
liaison with the local community, is Ryan Platten (ryan.platten@leeds.gov.uk , 0113 
2478027).

 

I await detailed comment from Highways colleagues, I will forward this once 



received.

 

I hope this information is of use, please do not hesitate to contact me for any further 
information or clarification.

 

Regards

 

Andrew

 

Andrew Windress

Senior Planner

Planning Services

Leeds City Council

Tel: 0113 39 51247

Fax: 0113 24 76518

www.leeds.gov.uk 
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